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Murder, animal cruelty, and vigilante justice drag DCI Jack Harris out of his quiet rural idyll. When

the hunt for a missing man turns up a body deep in a forest in northern England, it is difficult to

establish whether he was killed by a falling tree, or murdered. When the victimâ€™s dog is also

found dead, Detective Jack Harris is called in to investigate.The manâ€™s links to known criminals

immediately raise suspicion about his death, especially when one of the names is that of a notorious

villain with whom the detective has had several previous encounters. But Harrisâ€™ obsession with

bringing Danny Radford to justice might well distract him from the facts of the case, and with the

superintendent insistent on results, the atmosphere in Levton police station is as fraught as it has

ever been.Can Harris put aside his personal feelings and focus on the facts before him? Or will his

desire for revenge let a resourceful killer off the hook?If you are looking for a clever murder mystery

with lots of twists and turns, youâ€™ve found it! Like the previous books, DEAD HILL and THE

VIXENâ€™S SCREAM, TO DIE ALONE is set in the fictional town of Levton Bridge, nestled among

The Pennine Hills, a remote landscape in the north of England. A traditional murder mystery but with

contemporary themes of wild-life crime, DCI Jack Harris is joined once more by his sidekick Matty

Gallagher, ever longing to escape the rural idyll to his beloved London, and Alison Butterfield, the

eager, young, but ever-bungling junior detective.
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I hate writing reviews but want to add my five stars to the mix. This was a solid, well-written mystery

with a little of moving parts. I love Jack Harris.

Liked the remote location that was almost a "closed room" drama. Likeable characters although the

criminal outsiders were hard to accept.

Very good book.

Very well written. Great characters. Many twists and turns. Highly recommend. I will continue to

read more by John Dean.

This book has to be the worst as far as the grammar, words left out, added in, out of context, book I

have so far read! In some cases I had to read a passage several times to make sense of it! I was

disgusted with how it was presented by , I'm sure the author would have been as well. You need to

take more care when putting books up for reading on a Kindle. Very poor showing by !!

It's a great book, it's great to read about a detective who is passionate, although he seems to care

about animals more than people sometimes. Difficult to guess the murderer this time around.

An engrossing read with a complex plot. I love John Dean's attention to detail and evocative writing

which really brings the countryside of northern England to life. Looking forward to reading more in

the series!

I loved this murder mystery - absolutely perfect in every respect. Engaging writing, entertaining

idiosyncratic characters and a great plot twist. I recommend it highly.
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